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For the Record
Last spring’s Evolution 2008 conference was the largest scientific meeting in the U’s history

I

t wasn’t quite the Olympics or the Democratic National Convention, but the
Evolution 2008 conference was the largest scientific meeting ever held on
the University of Minnesota campus and a great opportunity to showcase the U
to scientists from around the world.
Typically, scientific meetings are held at hotel conference centers. But there’s
an evolving trend among research universities to hold them on campus,
according to George Weiblen, associate professor of plant biology, who organized the event. Evolution 2008, which was held from June 20-24, featured 700
presentations and attracted 1,400 participants. The University of Minnesota
was selected to host the meeting because of the number and influence of
evolutionary biologists at the U, according to Weiblen.
Topics spanned fossil history through evolutionary processes that are shaping
the world today. Some examples: the way plants respond to climate change
and how pathogenic bacteria are evolving to elude their predators—big pharmaceutical companies.
“With the advent of modern molecular biology, evolution is having an
impact on lots of fields, including genomics,” Wieblen says. “The conference
reflected that.”
“Evolution provides a new way of looking at climate change because we can
study the fossil record to see how the environment responded to climate
changes in the past to predict how it will respond in the future,”
One hot topic was merging phylogenetic biology with spatial ecology, which
means that environmental changes trigger genetic changes. Jeannine

Cavendar-Bares, assistant professor of ecology, evolution and behavior, and
graduate students from the department gave a presentation on how Ponderosa
pines changed genetically during the last major climate change.
Olivia Judson (aka Dr. Tatiana, sex therapist to the animal kingdom) provided some comic relief with a public lecture titled “The Art of Seduction: Sex,
Evolution and the Public,” in which she talked about how the quirky mating
habits of green spoon worms (females inhale males) and other species figure
into evolution.
And there was a special workshop for K-12 teachers on teaching evolution
called "Evolution 101." College of Biological Sciences faculty members Scott
Lanyon, Mark Borrello, Mark Decker, Sehoya Cotner and Randy Moore participated. Conference participants were also invited on a field trip to Cedar
Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve, with a tour led by Associate Director
Jeff Corney.
The conference combined the annual meetings of the American Society of
Naturalists, the Society for the Study of Evolution and the Society of Systematic
Biologists. The Bell Museum of Natural History and the College of Continuing
Education helped plan the event. From the College of Biological Sciences, 15
faculty and 30 graduate students helped out. —Peggy Rinard
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And Many More?
Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories
celebrates a century as a vital resource
for the University of Minnesota.
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What’s so special about Itasca?
T

he first time I saw Itasca was in the late 1970s. It
was fall and the colors were glorious. I had a very
good feeling driving onto the campus. The rustic lab
buildings reflected the station’s long academic history.
I knew that generations of biologists had been drawn to
Itasca to learn about Minnesota’s ecosystems.
There was something haunting about the landscape itself. I remember standing on the dock and
looking across the lake to Schoolcraft Island, down
towards the headwaters, and realizing that this was a
very unique part of the geography that defines Minnesota

Robert Elde, Dean

and the middle of the North American continent.
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Itasca is special because it’s the source of the
Mississippi River and because the State of Minnesota
had the vision early on (1891) to preserve it as a state
park. So it looks the same today as it did hundreds of
years ago. It’s also notable that the three major North
American biomes come together within the park or
nearby: boreal forest, deciduous hardwoods and
prairie. At Itasca, you can study Minnesota’s natural
history from a broad perspective, but you can also
explore small, rare ecosystems such as the Iron
Springs Bog, which interrupts business as usual in
the boreal forest with a totally different population of
flora and fauna.
There’s no place quite like Itasca for observing biology.
But rustic charm simply isn’t enough when it comes
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to cutting-edge science. It’s been 30 years since my
first visit. When I visit Itasca now, its buildings—a
generation older—are quaint reminders of another
era. They increasingly limit our efforts to offer quality
educational programs and conduct meaningful
research. We are grateful for our donors and friends
who have helped us make incremental improvements.
As we celebrate the field station’s centennial, we look
forward to working with the University and the State
to make the substantive renovations that will enable
Itasca to thrive for another hundred years.
As you will read in the cover story beginning on page
10, the University has developed a master plan for
renovating Itasca and included it in the six-year capital
plan. Funds for the first phase of construction will be
part of the 2010 legislative request.
The price of getting the field station ready for its second century of use is an estimated $25 million. That’s
a lot of money, but it’s a small fraction of Itasca’s value
as a living museum and a resource for ecology education and research.

Robert Elde, Dean
College of Biological Sciences
elde@umn.edu
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Cover Story

And Many More?
Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories has been
a vital teaching and research resource for a century.
But how many more birthdays will it celebrate?
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Climate change triggers
epidemics in lions
[PLoS One | 6.25.08]

ticks. Lions acquired high levels of
tick-borne blood parasites from the
buffalo. CDV suppressed the lions’
immunity, raising blood levels of parasites to deadly levels.
The lion populations recovered within
three to four years after each event,
but most climate change models predict increasing frequency of droughts
in East Africa.

Study shows how
cells dispose of
unwanted proteins
[Nature | 5.22.08]
Proteasomes are biological disposals that capture unneeded proteins
in cells, break them down and send
them on their way. Until recently, no
one knew exactly how they worked.
But Kylie Walters and colleagues
solved part of the mystery in two
research studies published in Nature.
Walters is an associate professor
in the Department of Biochemistry,
Molecular Biology and Biophysics.

D

roughts and floods caused by
global warming can create ideal
conditions for infectious disease outbreaks that cause mass die-offs of livestock or wildlife, according to a study
by an international team of scientists,
including Craig Packer, Distinguished
McKnight University Professor of
Ecology, Evolution and Behavior.
Extreme climatic conditions are capable of altering normal host-pathogen
relationships and causing a “perfect
storm” of multiple infectious outbreaks that can trigger epidemics with
catastrophic mortality.
2
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Led by scientists at the University of
California, Davis, the University of
Illinois and the University of Minnesota,
the study examined outbreaks of
canine distemper virus (CDV) in 1994
and 2001, which killed about a third
of the lions in Tanzania’s Serengeti
National Park and Ngorongoro Crater.
The virus periodically strikes these
ecosystems, but most epidemics have
caused little or no harm to the lions.
Both outbreaks were preceded by
severe droughts, which weakened
Cape buffalo, a major prey of lions,
and left them heavily infested with

The Walters lab defined a new
proteasome subunit (Rpn13) that
binds to proteins marked for
destruction. The University of
Minnesota’s cutting-edge nuclear
magnetic resonance and supercomputer facilities allowed the researchers to visualize how Rpn13 binds
protein substrates that are degraded
by the proteasome.
Proteasome dysfunction leads to
cancer and neurodegenerative
diseases. The findings will enable
researchers to address proteasome
dysfunction in a more targeted way
that avoids side effects of current
proteasome inhibitors.

Genes recombine
during yeast mating
[PLoS Biology | 5.6.08]
Judith Berman led a study, published
online in PLoS Biology, demonstrating that genetic recombination occurs
during the mating cycle of Candida
albicans. The study showed that this
requires the activity of a protein necessary for meiotic recombination in
other eukaryotes.
Berman is a Distinguished McKnight
University Professor in the Department
of Genetics, Cell Biology and
Development. Research associate Anja
Forche also contributed to the study.
The opportunistic pathogen Candida
albicans has a cryptic parasexual mating cycle involving epigenetic switching and chromosome loss suggesting
potential advantages of a parasexual
cycle over a conventional sexual cycle.
The National Institutes of Health has
awarded Berman more than $2 million over five years to study centromere structure and function in Candida
albicans. The work was motivated by
the discovery of a centromeric region
involved in chromosome rearrangements in drug-resistant isolates of
this pathogenic yeast.

Researchers discover
how cells sense
nutrients nearby
[Nature Cell Biology | 8.1.08]
Doctoral candidate Pankuri
Goraksha-Hicks, advised by Thomas
Neufeld, associate professor of
genetics, cell biology and development, is lead author of a paper published in Nature Cell Biology. One
of her figures from the paper was
chosen as the cover image.
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The paper reports findings about how
cells sense nutrient levels in their
environment. While it’s well known
that cells control their rate of growth
and metabolism according to the
abundance of nutrients such as glucose and amino acids, and that the
activity of a protein kinase called TOR
is a key regulator of these processes,
how changes in nutrient levels lead
to changes in TOR activity has been
a mystery.
The researchers identified a family of
proteins, the Rag GTPases, as important components of the signaling pathway upstream of TOR. Dysregulation of
TOR signaling has been implicated in
a variety of human diseases including
cancer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and neurodegeneration.

Discovery could
advance gene therapy
[Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences | 6.24.08]
Eric Hendrickson and colleagues
in the Department of Biochemistry,
Molecular Biology and Biophysics
have discovered that reducing a protein (NHEJ) in human cells makes
gene targeting much more effective. Accurate targeting is essential
for removing or replacing defective
genes. Their finding has important
implications for using gene therapy to
treat human diseases and modify the
human genome. The publication was
noted in the “Research Highlights”
section of the July issue of Nature
Structural Molecular Biology.

Study to measure tropical forests’
role in global carbon budget

G

eorge Weiblen, associate
professor of plant biology,
has received a $400,000 grant
from the National Science
Foundation to establish a study
in Papua New Guinea. The
effort will be part of a global
network to determine how
these forests maintain their
biodiversity over time and to
estimate how much carbon they
remove from the atmosphere.

Weiblen and colleagues will survey a 125-acre plot located in Wanang.
Every tree will be mapped, tagged and identified. Trees will be measured every five years. Insects such as termites, moths, butterflies,
ants and bees will also be inventoried. A lot of the work will be carried
out by local scientists and villagers. The plot will be part of a global
network representing 18 forests worldwide established by the Center
for Tropical Forest Science, which is part of the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute.

High-impact research
Faculty in CBS departments published
40 papers over the past five years (200308) in leading peer-reviewed scientific
journals Science and Nature. That’s more
than a third of the 117 papers published
by University of Minnesota faculty in those
journals over that time, and more than
any other college.

Basic research yields
gene specific to Lou
Gehrig’s Disease
[Current Biology | 5.08]
David Greenstein and colleagues
have discovered that a homolog of a
gene involved in signaling oocyte (egg)
maturation is also involved in ALS
(Lou Gehrig’s Disease). Greenstein
studied the protein in C. elegans, a
worm used as a model organism.
When the protein is absent in worms,
eggs don’t mature. When the protein
is mutated in humans, ALS develops. Greenstein, who joined the CBS
faculty two years ago, studied C.
elegans at Vanderbilt and Rockefeller
universities for a decade before coming to the University of Minnesota.
His finding yields an example of how
basic science in a genetic model system provides unexpected insights into
human health.

Aggression among
female chimpanzees
found to be common
[International Journal of
Primatology | 8.08]
Aggression among male chimpanzees is much more common than
among females because it determines

access to fertile females. But intense
female fighting can occur when it has
the potential to permanently change
the females’ access to food resources
and safety.
This new study
by Anne Pusey
and colleagues
documents five
cases of severe
female aggression related to
competition for
space in Gombe
National Park,
Tanzania, where
the quality of the core area occupied
by a female is directly related to her
reproductive success.
Pusey and colleagues also published
articles in the May and June issues of
the American Journal of Primatology.
The first reported that illness (58%) and
aggression (20%) were top causes of
chimpanzee deaths. The second showed
that the presence of researchers and
tourists in Gombe exposes chimpanzees to human diseases, but protects
them from hunters and loss of habitat.
Michael L. Wilson was a co-author on
all three papers and Jane Goodall a coauthor on two. Pusey is a Distinguished
McKnight Professor in the Department
of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior.
BIO ❚ FALL 08
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The Galápagos up close and personal

J

ust over a dozen College of Biological Sciences students made their way to
the Galápagos Islands this spring along with faculty members Sehoya Cotner
and Randy Moore. The group spent two weeks exploring the pristine islands
while working on related research projects.
“I think the thing that is so amazing about the Galápagos, especially for
biology students, is that it represents the culmination of all your classroom
experiences,” says Cotner. “So many things we learn about in introductory
biology like Darwin’s finches, or in behavioral ecology like the groove-billed

anis or the Galápagos hawk, or in evolution with the tortoises. They’re all in
front of your eyes.”
Moore considers the Galápagos the most iconic place for biologists. “When
you’re there it’s overwhelming. We were told when we disembarked onto land
the first time, ‘You’re going to see everything not in the first 200 yards or the first
20 yards—but in your first two steps.’ And it was true!”
Watch an audio slideshow at www.cbs.umn.edu/galapagos

Celebrate 100 years
of Itasca station

Gardens a Go
A $10,000 pledge to Cedar

Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories turns 100 in
2009. Help support a legacy of ecological research and
education that continues today. Order the 2009 Itasca
Centennial calendar now. Each month features an image
of Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories’ unique
flora and fauna—from orchids to water lilies to woodcocks. The calendar costs $10.

Creek Ecosystem Science

Order your copy at www.cbs.umn.edu/itasca/calendar

reflect the biodiversity of

Reserve will go toward
creating a series of
gardens around the new
Raymond Lindeman
Research and Discovery
Center. The gardens will
the field station.
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CBS professor and
longtime peregrine
advocate dies at 85
Peregrine falcon expert Harrison
“Bud” Tordoff, died July 23. “He
was the heart and soul of the whole
peregrine restoration effort (in the
Midwest),” says Pat Redig, founder
and former director of the University
of Minnesota’s Raptor Center.
Tordoff joined the faculty of the
College of Biological Sciences’
Department of Ecology, Evolution
and Behavior in 1970. He was direc-

Steve Wilson

tor of the Bell Museum of Natural
History from 1970-83, and served
as acting dean for CBS from
1986-87. Tordoff was best known
for his peregrine falcon restoration efforts. He retired in 1991, but
remained involved in falcon recovery
and conservation.

Harrison "Bud"
Tordoff

Master of Biological
Sciences turns 10
For a decade the Master of
Biological Sciences program has
filled a critical niche for those looking for a boost to their careers or a
way to update their knowledge.
The program, which allows students to draw on a variety of subject
areas within the biological sciences,
has opened the door to medical and
dental school and other programs
for its graduates. It also serves
those who need to stay current
in their field such as teachers and
industry scientists. Says one graduate, a high school teacher: “The
MBS program helped me advance
my knowledge in valuable core areas
in biology making me a much more
effective teacher. Choosing my
research capstone prepared me
to teach my students the
research process.”
Students in the program
complete a research project on topics ranging from
bioinformatics to microbiology. Visit www.cbs.umn.
edu/biolink/MBS for more
information.

Faculty reduce
textbook costs
After agreeing on a single
text to be used for all biochemistry sections, College
of Biological Sciences faculty
members successfully negotiated with publishers to offer
the textbook to students for

t h e
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The Hidden
World of Bears
Bell Museum of Natural History
Through January 1, 2009
CBS alum Lynn Rogers’ photographs provide an intimate look
at the lives of bears and a new
understanding of their foraging
habits, maternal care and social
behavior. www.bellmuseum.org

$60 less than the previous course
textbook.
“With 1,200 students per year, this
is one of the larger courses at
the University,” says Professor Paul
Siliciano, “so we had some bargaining power.
“With tuition increasing, we felt it
was important to control textbook
costs,” says Siliciano. “The students
told us that although tuition far
exceeds textbook costs, saving even
$20 on books is important to them.”

Biochemistry professor
leaves rich legacy
James Koerner, professor emeritus
in the Department of Biochemistry,
Molecular Biology and Biophysics, died
May 31. He was 78. Koerner helped
found the neuroscience graduate program at the University of Minnesota
and was active in the summer
research program in neuroscience at
the University’s field station in Itasca
State Park from 1995-98. The James
F. Koerner Itasca Neuroscience Fund
is being established in his honor.

Bell director tapped
to lead Ecology,
Evolution and
Behavior
Scott Lanyon has been
named head of the
Department of Ecology,
Evolution and Behavior.
Lanyon served as the
director of the Bell
Museum of Natural History for more
than a decade.
Lanyon teaches and conducts
research on the evolutionary history
of New World blackbirds. He is also
participating in Tree of Life, an international effort to better understand
evolutionary relationships among the
Earth’s species.
As Bell director, Lanyon improved collections and bolstered research and
outreach programs. He led the museum through planning for a new building and increased private support.
Prior to joining the University of
Minnesota, Lanyon held positions
as a scientist and curator at the
Field Museum of Natural History
in Chicago.
BIO ❚ FALL 08
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Fascination
With Mutation
A similar switch in DNA base pairs boosts the
immune system in two very different ways

W

hen we think of genetic mutations, we often think of the harm they
can cause. But some mutations offer hope for health instead. Reuben
Harris, associate professor of biochemistry, molecular biology and biophysics,
studies mutations of a beneficial sort: those that cells use to protect against
invaders. Some of these mutations, he is learning, offer promise for fighting
such deadly opponents as HIV and cancer.
As a post-doctoral scholar in the late-1990s, Harris was fascinated by how
B cells—immune system cells that make antibodies—are able to strengthen
the affinity of the antibodies they make against a particular invader after they
encounter the invader.
“At the time, we knew that mutations in antibody genes
were responsible for stronger immune responses, but
we didn’t know how these mutations formed,” he says.
Another laboratory demonstrated that a protein called
activation-induced deaminase (AID) was involved, but
they didn’t know how it worked. Harris and colleagues
discovered that the secret to the protein’s success was
its ability to lop an amine group off the DNA base cytosine, transforming it into the RNA base uracil. Because of the way DNA bases
pair, this can lead to a permanent change when the DNA is copied.
“It took many replica experiments and the use of other unique conditions to
definitively show that AID was mutating DNA,” Harris recalls. “One experiment
in particular provided the ‘eureka moment’—a supernatural high, if I were to
try and put the feeling into words. After that it was mostly grinding out supporting data and controls.”
The discovery of this amazing collaboration between mutation and a healthy
immune response paved the way for yet another one. It turns out that AID is
just one member of a larger family of proteins that turn DNA cytosines to uracils. What tasks might other members be taking on?
As a new faculty member, Harris turned his attention to two other members of
the family, APOBEC3F and APOBEC3G, which are known to be valuable allies
in cells under onslaught from retroviruses like HIV-1. He discovered that these
proteins help the cell resist retroviruses by performing the nucleotide quick-

6
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Some genetic mutations show promise
in combating deadly diseases.

change on the genetic material the viruses insert into a cell’s
DNA. That change, it turns out, mucks up the virus enough
to prevent replication.
Harris is now working to understand the mechanism behind the method. His
laboratory has shown that another human protein can block HIV-1 replication,
and has made considerable progress toward understanding how these proteins
are regulated and how they access and interact with (and only with) their targets. Just a few months ago, Harris, Hiroshi Matsuo, and colleagues took a big
step forward when they published a high-resolution structure of a key part of
human APOBEC3G in the journal Nature.
A better understanding of exactly how deaminases pull off the nucleotide
switch, Harris says, will provide valuable insights for developing strategies
to disable retroviruses, boost antibody-mediated immune defenses, and even
combat cancers caused by lapses in the mechanisms that control these powerful proteins.
“We need to know much more,” Harris says.
Based on his track record so far, we likely soon will. — Mary Hoff
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Infectious
Enthusiasm
How plants recognize the one invader that will
feed them and the world

D

eep in the soils of our planet, a battle rages between hordes of bacteria
and the tender plant roots they are trying to infect. The roots muster their
defenses and fight off the invaders—all except for one, which they invite in.
The plants are legumes—like beans, soybeans, peas, chickpeas, and peanuts—
and the infecting bacteria promptly set up shop inside their roots. There, they
“fix,” or convert, nitrogen from the air into ammonium, a form of nitrogen that
legumes and other plants can use to make the protein they need. Grazing animals obtain protein from plants, and so the whole food web is made possible.
But it would all collapse if the legume roots couldn’t tell bacterial friend from
foe. The question of how they do it intrigues University plant biologist Kate
VandenBosch, who, with colleagues from the University and MIT, has discovered a key step in the process. Understanding the special relationship between
legumes and nitrogen-fixing bacteria may yield knowledge to reduce both hunger and the fossil fuel-intensive production of artificial fertilizer.

Legumes use friendly bacteria to "fix" nitrogen

Since the dawn of agriculture, farmers the world over have rotated such grain
crops as wheat, corn and rice with legumes, whose ability to fix nitrogen
rescues us from a predicament. Like the Ancient Mariner surrounded by salt
water, we’re surrounded by an atmosphere rich in nitrogen, the key element of
protein, but there’s not a morsel to metabolize.
“I’ve thought of this as one of biggest ironies in plant biology,” says
VandenBosch. “Nitrogen is so stable and abundant, but plants can’t use it. It
would take far too much energy to convert nitrogen to ammonium and ammonium into nitrate, another usable form of nitrogen. Legumes and some close
relatives have found a way to get around this by partnering with bacteria that
have enzymes to fix nitrogen into a usable form.”
But first, the bacteria must find shelter in a legume. VandenBosch found that
a chemical signal works for nitrogen-fixing bacteria the same way “open,
sesame” worked for Ali Baba. The chemical, called succinoglycan, is a slimy
carbohydrate molecule attached to the outer surfaces of the bacteria. When
the bacteria touch cells of the legume’s root hairs, the cells detect the succinoglycan and throw down the welcome mat. Like a sock turning itself inside out,
the root hair cells grow inward, forming an “infection tube” that paves the way
for the bacteria to enter the root. But if bacteria lacked succinoglycan, the team
found that the plants raised their defenses as if the bacteria were pathogens.

The infection sites develop into swellings called nodules; in these tiny workshops, the bacteria fix nitrogen. In turn, the plant furnishes them a home in its
roots and pays wages in the form of nourishment.
Helping legumes protect themselves from disease promises far-reaching
benefits and is one goal of VandenBosch’s research. “It’s important to know
how a plant can recognize friend from foe, often simultaneously,” she says.
“Then we can enhance plant defenses against deleterious organisms. There’s
a lot of interest in how defense mechanisms are regulated and how exceptions are made.” —Deane Morrison
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Unraveling
the Secrets of
Replication
Surprising twists and turns come to light
in the way cells are copied

“E

xpect the unexpected” might be the motto for Anja-Katrin Bielinsky’s
laboratory.

“Everything was a surprise,” she says of her discoveries so far. “The theme of
my independent career has been stumbling into unknown problems.”
An associate professor of biochemistry, molecular biology and biophysics,
Bielinsky explores the mechanisms behind the process by which a cell replicates its genetic material before it divides.
The star of the show is a molecular machine that inserts itself between the
two complementary strands of DNA and uses them as templates for two new
strands. In bacteria, scientists have a pretty good idea of how the resulting configuration, known as a replication fork, works. But in eukaryotic organisms—
that would include you and me—the process is much less clear.
Bielinksy, whose work is supported in part by the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society, has been looking at replication in yeast and human cells to understand
how replication forks form, what they do and what happens when they don’t do
what they’re supposed to.

A particular focus of her attention is DNA polymerase α, a protein required to
start replication. It reads the templates and assembles the new DNA strands.
Looking for clues as to how it does its job, Bielinsky was surprised to discover
that it owes its success to another molecule. MCM10 chaperones polymerase
α to the replication site, then stands by to keep it stable while it does its job.
“If you take that out, the whole structure falls apart,” she says. “Nobody
expected that.”
In another surprising turn, Bielinsky and colleagues discovered that the replication fork is responsible not only for copying DNA, but also for recognizing
whether the DNA it is about to copy is damaged and, if so, putting the process
on hold until it can be repaired. The fork even looks back at DNA it has already
copied to see if there are problems there, and at the new strands to make sure
they’re okay too.

8
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Better understanding replication could
lead to improved cancer therapies.

“This came as a complete surprise,” she says. “For many years, people thought
the fork would just move on, regardless of what happens behind it. It turns out
the cell is so much smarter than we thought.”
Recently, Bielinsky teamed up with Brandt Eichman of Vanderbilt University
to solve the crystal structure of MCM10. That means they can now explore
how the shape of the molecule relates to its interactions with other proteins
and DNA.
Bielinksy is currently looking at other parts MCM10 might play at the replication fork, as well as working to understand how it connects with DNA
polymerase α, how it keeps DNA polymerase α from falling apart, and what
controls the chaperone molecule’s comings and goings.
“It’s really very thrilling,” Bielinksy says. “Every week there’s something I didn’t
expect. It’s very unsettling—in a good way.”
Understanding how the replication fork works can provide clues to preventing
cancers that result from DNA fractures that occur when replication goes awry.
And, because MCM10 is such a linchpin in the replication process, this helper
molecule could make a good target for new therapies to halt the uncontrolled
cell division that is a hallmark of cancer. —Mary Hoff

p r o f i l e
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Into Africa
Biology Without Borders members reflect on their volunteer experience in Tanzania

C

ollege of Biological Sciences undergraduates Jenna Racine, Anh Tran
and Karen Kont made their way to Bukoba, Tanzania this summer as
Biology Without Borders volunteers. They worked in clinics, helped build a
house, worked on a diabetes-awareness project and went on safari. Here's
what they had to say about the experience.
BIO: What motivated you to make the trip?
Jenna: I come from a really small town where everybody is the same and
I wanted to experience something different. I'm glad I went; it was a great
experience.
Anh: I wanted to experience a different health care system, to learn about different cultures and to throw myself into something new and learn how to adapt
to different situations.
BIO: Were there adjustments you had to make once you arrived in Bukoba?
Karen: Half the time our water was black. We had to wait for all the dirt to
settle in the bottom of the tank, and then we could use the water on top, but
even then we had to filter it and boil it. You learn to appreciate the things that
we have at home and that you can actually live without a lot of stuff.
BIO: One of the reasons you went on this trip was to gain hands-on clinical
experience. What kind of work did you do as volunteers?
Karen: We shadowed doctors and nurses in the HIV ward at the Kikari
Regional Hospital.

Anh: We also got to sit in on HIV consultations and testing, something we'd
never be able to do here at home. On one particular day there were nine
patients being tested for HIV. In one case, a woman was being tested. The
nurse called her husband in to give the result. To see him get the negative
result and be so happy was an amazing experience. We also saw a young
woman being told she tested positive, another experience we definitely would
not have in America.
Jenna: Tanzania is very good with HIV counseling. All pregnant women are now
tested two or three times before they have their babies.
BIO: You decided to work on a volunteer project related to diabetes awareness.
Talk about what you did in that regard.
Anh: We thought that it would be cool to go to another country to help, but it's
also important to us to address issues in our own backyard. Diabetes is a huge
problem in the United States and we can tackle it, we can work with the people
in Bukoba and, at the same time, address the issue here at home. I think it
makes our project more sustainable and more worthwhile.
Karen: The group that we worked with is called the Bukoba Disabled Assistance
Project. They made key chains out of goatskin. A blue circle—a symbol for
diabetes—is painted on one side. On the other side it has a Tanzanian flag. The
project will help provide a source of income for them.
Visit www.tc.umn.edu/~bwb for more information about Biology Without Borders.

BIO ❚ FALL 08
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at Lake Itasca. Schoolcraft and a missionary created the
name Itasca, from the Latin words for “truth” and “head,”
by combining verITAS and CAput, meaning “true head.”
Jacob Brower, a historian, anthropologist and land surveyor, recognized Itasca’s unique natural beauty and persuaded the Minnesota Legislature to protect the area from
logging. It 1891, by a margin of one vote, the Legislature
designated Itasca as the first state park in Minnesota.
Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories got its start in
1909. University of Minnesota students started coming to
the station for field biology classes in the 1930s.
When students arrived, they were greeted by facilities that
were primitive, even for the period. The log buildings, constructed between 1909 and 1914, included a bunkhouse,
mess hall, cabins for faculty and a barn that served as a
laboratory. In 1934, a few cabins for women were added.
At first glance there’s a certain
rustic charm to the aging buildings at Itasca Biological Station
and Laboratories. But a closer
look reveals foundation cracks,
dry rot, worn out plumbing, and
other signs of decay that are
anything but charming.
(Photos by Tracy Anderson)

Lakeside Laboratory was built in 1942 by the National
Youth Administration, one of President Roosevelt’s New
Deal programs. [The Minnesota Legislature provided
$195,000 to restore the exterior of this building, which
is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The
work got under way in summer 2008.]
The station did not operate from 1943-45 because of
World War II. After the war, many of the original log
buildings were razed and most of the 70 buildings now
standing were constructed over a 10-year period.
In 2006, CBS initiated planning to renovate the campus
with Habitat for Biologists, a fundraising campaign.
John Tester, former Itasca director, led the effort
to restore the director’s cabin, the only log building
that remains. For decades, the director’s cabin—built
in 1911 from local tamarack logs—was the hub of
Itasca’s social life. The cabin will be taken apart this
fall and replaced by a replica.
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Habitat for Biologists also raised funds to rebuild a women's cabin
that had been condemned and demolished. Volunteers met at
Itasca on a weekend in September 2006 to raise the walls. Among
them was President Robert Bruininks, who committed $70,000
from University funds to begin preliminary design for the new
master plan.

A living laboratory

Itasca is ideal for ecology research because it reveals what
Minnesota was like before European settlers arrived and development for agriculture and housing changed the state’s landscape. Over the past 100 years, researchers have visited the
field station to study everything from forestry management and
animal behavior to limnology and the dynamics within aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems. And they have published a total of 925
scientific papers reporting their findings.
Research now underway reflects advances in ecology driven by
molecular biology, genomics, remote sensing and computational
biology. The Minnesota Mississippi Metagenome Project (M3P) is

Left: Itasca Director David
Biesboer is a co-leader of M3P,
which aims to create a DNA database of aquatic microorganisms
at the Mississippi headwaters.
The data will enable faculty and
students to study the impact of
agriculture and other activities on
microbial diversity at points along
the river and the Gulf of Mexico.

one example.
M3P was proposed by Dean Elde, who was inspired by Craig
Venter’s 2004 voyage around the world to sample microbial biodiversity in global oceans. Venter achieved fame in 2001 when
he won the race to sequence the human genome. Biesboer and
Michael Sadowsky, professor in the BioTechnology Institute and
Department of Soil, Water and Climate, are heading M3P.
The goal is to create a database of DNA from all of the aquatic
microorganisms at the headwaters of the Mississippi. The data will
provide a resource for faculty and students to study the impact of
agriculture and other human activities on microbial biodiversity at
points along the river, from Lake Itasca to the Washington Avenue
bridge in Minneapolis to the Gulf of Mexico, where nitrogen fertilizers have wreaked havoc on the aquatic ecosystem. It will also
yield information about the function of the genes, which may have
uses in medicine, industry and environmental clean-up.

through
di se as e

wi th a po em

This summer, students from the
Nature of Life (NOL) program collected water samples at the headwaters and at the U of M, filtered
out microorganisms and extracted
their DNA. To create libraries, the
DNA will be cut into pieces about
40,000 base-pairs long, cloned and
inserted into E. coli vectors. There
will be seven libraries in all containing
three million genes. The libraries will
provide a valuable resource for exploring biodiversity and functionality using
high-throughput technology on the U’s

The project will be incorporated into the NOL curriculum. “This
will provide lots of new research opportunities for faculty and
students,” Sadowsky says.
Environmental microorganisms are important because they control nitrogen and carbon cycling, clean up water pollution, play a
role in biogeochemistry, and form symbiotic relationships with
plants and animals, Sadowsky explains. Very few of these organisms have been characterized and studied for their potential uses.

Above: This remote sensor in
Lake Itasca is capturing data to
be analyzed by ecology and civil
engineering graduate students
who are studying relationships
between landscapes and ecosystems. The project is supported
by a $2.8 million grant from the
National Science Foundation.

Need-to-know basis

Want to learn about the function of song in Chipping sparrows (Spizella passerina) or
the chronology of Elk Lake sediments? Have questions about microstratification of
phytoplankton in Minnesota lakes? Or nitrogen and nutrient cycling in Iron Springs
Bog? All of this information and much more is at your fingertips via an online database
of publications based on research at Itasca over the past century.
Student research papers are also stored in a online database. If you wrote a paper
while you were at Itasca, you may be surprised to find it among 2,358 papers archived at
www.cbs.umn.edu/itasca/research

Twin Cities campus.
BIO ❚ FALL 08
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Trac y Ande rson

CBS students cross the headwaters
of the Mississippi River and work
together in the computer lab during
Nature of Life.

Moreover, the M3P project will be supported by the University’s growing strength
in bioinformatics. Bioinformatics provides computational and algorithmic methods to manage large databases like the M3P library and helps students develop
the mathematical skills needed for today’s biology.
Start-up funding of $19,000 was provided by the College of Biological Sciences,
but Sadowsky and Biesboer are seeking ongoing funding from the National
Science Foundation. This is the first large-scale metagenome project using the
Mississippi River.

The master plan

The funding provided by President Bruininks in 2006 made it possible to develop
the master plan for Itasca, which will be carried out in two phases. The first
phase includes construction of an administrative center, student center/library,
two laboratory/classroom buildings, six faculty housing units, eight student
cabins, new roadways and parking lots. Phase two will add three laboratory/
classroom buildings, seven faculty housing units, seven student cabins, and an
open-air shelter for classes and community events. Renovations will enable the
station to operate year-round and allow more groups from the University and
elsewhere to use the facilities. In recent years, Itasca has been forced to limit
its offerings and turn away a growing number of groups.
Elde envisions the new field station as a hub for visionary research in ecology,
that addresses ecosystem-scale questions using remote sensing and
other technologies. Ultimately, he hopes to add a retreat center and cabins
for scientists and scholars to use as a quiet, inspiring refuge to work on longterm projects.
14
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Elde sees Itasca taking its place among the top field biology stations in the
country. The new facilities will be an important step toward realizing that vision.
“There just aren’t many places like Itasca,” Elde says. “I think of it as part of a
family of field stations that includes Woods Hole Marine Biological Laboratory
on Cape Cod, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory on Long Island, and Friday Harbor
Laboratories on the Puget Sound. They are magnets that draw biologists from
all over the world to do science and to wrestle with deep problems across biology. That’s really my vision, is to bring Itasca into that league.” —Peggy Rinard

Design for the Student Education and Research Center

“As we celebrate Itasca’s first 100 years, we eagerly anticipate its
future,” says Robert Elde, dean of the College of Biological Sciences.
Elde envisions the new field station as a hub for cutting-edge
research, using remote sensing and other technologies to address
ecosystem-scale questions.

Class Notes: Itasca
Edition
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Photos courtesy of Charles Hernick.

a l u m n i p r o f i l e

Charles Hernick offers clients a complete
picture of the value ecosystems provide.

The Translator
CBS alumnus turns basic science into policy recommendations

C

harles Hernick loves research. While an undergraduate in the Department
of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior, he worked with David Stephens on
bluebird research. After graduating, he worked with Fumiaki Katagiri in the plant
biology department. His most memorable course was led by David Tilman, one
of the world's leading ecosystem science researchers.
But Hernick isn’t a researcher. He’s a translator. He connects the dots between
basic research, ecology and economics, and turns it into policy recommendations that can be adapted and put into practice by government agencies, cities
and non-governmental organizations working on environmental issues.
After graduating from the College of Biological Sciences in 2003, Hernick went
on to earn a master's degree in International Relations and Environmental Policy
at Boston University, a program that draws together threads of diverse but interconnected disciplines including economics, public policy and ecology. He and his
wife, Michelle, a fellow U of M alum, stayed on in Boston and Hernick went to
work for the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management before moving
to the environmental consulting firm The Cadmus Group.
Hernick’s impulse to put knowledge into action reaches back to childhood. On a
trip to Ecuador as a teenager, he witnessed firsthand the impact of human activity on ecosystems in a way he hadn’t back home in Eagan, Minnesota. “I saw the
lasting effects of deforestation on water in Ecuador," says Hernick. "In an area
once covered by a dry tropical forest, I saw lands threatened by desertification.”
Now, Hernick spends his days answering questions about the best way to take
on dauntingly complex environmental issues for the likes of the Environmental
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Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers. He mixes the latest basic
research with a healthy portion of economics to come up with policy recommendations and best practices guidelines. Says Hernick: “I look at what academics
are talking about and figure out how to make it happen.”
Making it happen often hinges on getting the cost-benefit ratio right. That’s where
economics comes into play. “Economics is the study of how to allocate scarce
resources,” says Hernick. “Often, the choice that could create the most environmental
good is not so much more expensive when you take into account all the variables.”
The fusion of economics, policy and ecology falls under the umbrella of ecosystem services, a concept pioneered by the University of Minnesota’s Stephen
Polasky, Tilman and others.
Ecosystem services provide a way for decision-makers to account for all those
variables and assess the bigger ecological picture by looking at what ecosystems
functioning on their own provide to humans and local communities such as carbon sequstration and water purification. Hernick cites New York City's efforts to
improve water quality through better land use practices and by purchasing land to
protect the watershed as a prime example.
Taking a broader view of the value of ecosystems and the natural resources
they provide reveals the potential for change and feeds Hernick’s optimism in
the face of seemingly overwhelming environmental problems. “The great thing
that continues to motivate me are the success stories out there,” says Hernick.
“Small changes that people or communities have made that really make a
difference.” —Stephanie Xenos

a l u m n i

p r o f i l e

Tim Rummelhoff

Victoria Ranua is helping restore
native prairie grasses to be used
as a source of energy.

Return of the Native

Plant Biology alumna helps bring back the prairie and create a source of power

A

sk Victoria Ranua to name all of the native Minnesota plants she knows
and you had better have some time to spare. Ranua knows Minnesota
flora like the back of her hand. “I used to be a runner and I would run through
the woods and see these beautiful white flowers, tons of them,” says Ranua. “I
wanted to know what they were.”

forest back.” So far, 100 acres of native prairie have been reestablished along
with 200 acres of buffalo hay, which will be used as a sustainable source of
biofuel. By next year, the tribe hopes to have 500 of its 2,000 acres planted in
prairie grasses.

That fateful encounter with a flower proved a catalyst. Ranua studied plant biology as a College of Biological Sciences undergraduate, then as a graduate student. She graduated with a master’s degree in plant biology in August. While she
may be a walking encyclopedia of plant facts, her interest is far from passive.

The prairie grasses will feed the tribe’s new biofuel energy plant, Koda Energy.
“The tribe is trying to find a sustainable and culturally relevant way to address
energy needs,” says Ranua. “We’ve done a lot of prescribed burns of prairie
grass, and you can just see the energy stored in those systems.” Prescribed
burns are used to replicate the role of fire in prairie ecosystems.

“Nobody focuses on identifying the plants of Minnesota,” says Ranua. “That’s
a passion for me, knowing the plants of Minnesota and their role.” Identifying
them—and reintroducing them.

The Shakopee Mdewakanton settled on prairie grass as an ideal source of
energy because it is a self-sustaining perennial that lasts thousands of years.
“They wanted to have a low-input system from which to gather fuel while also

For the past three years she has worked with the Shakopee Mdewakanton
Sioux Community in the southwest metro surveying flora on the reservation
and working on a program to restore native prairie.

creating habitat, preventing soil erosion and improving water quality.”

Ranua spends her days cataloging the plants present on the reservation. While
many of the plants that turn up in her flora survey are non-native, some are
more surprising than others. She recently discovered the Hydrocotyle ranuculoides (Buttercup Pennywort), a plant endangered in Illinois and never before
spotted in Minnesota.
Her other primary role is to help restore native prairie to a large section of the
reservation. “Most of our prairie restorations are where Sugar Maple forest
used to be,” says Ranua. “It’s easier to put a prairie back than it is to put a

The project draws on the findings of world-renowned researcher David Tilman,
Regents Professor of Ecology in the College of Biological Sciences, who has
shown that using mixed prairie grasses as a source of biomass for biofuel production trumps mono-crops such as corn and switchgrass. Says Ranua: “This
is the first project we know of that’s bringing research to a production scale.”
Restoring the habitat has had a ripple effect in other ways, too. “When my
coworkers started their faunal survey after prairies had been reestablished
they saw the return of Bobolink, Grasshopper Sparrow, Dicksissel and Eastern
Meadow Lark,” says Ranua. “Those small, unexpected gains are important.”

—Stephanie Xenos
BIO ❚ FALL 08
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100 years and counting

T

he University of Minnesota began its century-long
relationship with Itasca, an ecological gem at the
headwaters of the Mississippi, when a summer training
program for forestry students was launched in 1909. Field
biology courses were first offered in 1935. Ever since,
biology students have headed to Itasca every summer
to take part in hands-on courses in ecology, ornithology,
mammalogy, aquatic biology, plant biology, genetics, entomology, photography and other topics.
Over the years, a visit to Itasca has provided a defining academic experience for
many students. Since 2003, Itasca has also been the first experience for College
of Biological Sciences students. Incoming freshmen spend three days at Itasca
in the Nature of Life program, getting acquainted with one another, college
faculty and the breadth and depth of biology. Nature of Life is the only program
of its kind in the United States. In 2007, when students from the first Nature of
Life class graduated, four-year graduation rates jumped by 12 percent.
The Itasca station is also used by groups within the University of Minnesota,
other colleges and universities, the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, and a variety of outside organizations.
One hundred years takes a toll. The field station’s rustic structures have
outlived their usefulness and its laboratories have become obsolete. The
University of Minnesota recently approved a $25 million plan to renovate the
entire campus. The renovation will make it possible to continue offering quality biology education, expand environmental research, and open the station to
more University and outside groups.
Itasca is a place that leaves a mark on anyone who visits—especially students.
It’s a legacy worth preserving. But we cannot do it without the help of CBS
alumni and friends of the college. CBS must raise millions toward the renovation to make it happen. And it’s worth every penny.
To learn about giving opportunities, go to www.cbs.umn.edu/itasca.

—Laurie Hennen, Director of Development
hennen@umn.edu

Help fund our future
Did you know that tuition at the University of Minnesota has nearly
doubled in less than 10 years? Only a handful of students receive scholarships from the College of Biological Sciences each year. Together we
can change that. Every contribution makes a difference. We’re asking
you to support students by contributing to the the Biological Sciences
Alumni Society (BSAS) scholarship fund.
Our goal: 500 contributions by December 31.
To learn more about some of the students who benefit from scholarships, go to: www.cbs.umn.edu/bsas
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Class Notes | Class Notes | Class Notes
At age 88, says John Bieri (Ph.D.
Biochemistry ’49): “Just being able to
get out of bed and get moving in the
morning is enough!” Bieri plays golf four
times a week. He and his wife Shirley
enjoy traveling and spending time with
their two great-grandchildren.
After a number of years in retail sales,
Matthew Brown (B.S. Biology ’94) transitioned to a career that draws on his
training in the biological sciences. He
teaches biology and anatomy at Richfield
High School. He also coaches the girls’
swimming and diving team. Matthew
and his wife, Patricia, have three children: Emma, Ian and Quinlan.
After completing his degree last year, Luke
Bryant (B.S. Biochemistry ’07) decided to
launch his own eco-friendly home
services business, Bryant Window
Cleaning. His Minneapolis-based
company uses all biodegradable
cleaners and fuel-efficient vehicles.
Elizabeth Chrans (B.S. Genetics,
Cell Biology and Development
’06) manages the lab at the University
of Minnesota’s Beckman Center for
Transposon Research. She and her
fiancé recently bought a house in
New Brighton with plans to wed this
December.
A research scientist with the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency, Judy Crane
(B.S. Ecology, Evolution and Behavior
’84) completed a Ph.D. in water chemistry from the University of WisconsinMadison in 1990. Last year, she spent
a month in New Zealand snorkeling,
backpacking, sea kayaking, looking for
Kiwi birds and sledding down giant sand
dunes. The trip marked her one-year
anniversary as a breast cancer survivor.
Zachary Lechner (B.S. Biology ’06) is
a second-year dental student at the
University of Minnesota School of
Dentistry. He recently became engaged
to a kinesiology graduate and former U
of M women's basketball player.
Now a resident in family medicine at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Leila
Midelfort (B.S. Biology ’99) graduated

Zach Lechner

from UW-M Medical School in 2006
after spending two years in the Peace
Corps in Honduras.
Eleven years of research in
clinical ophthalmology at
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester
inspired Cherie Nau (B.S.
Biology ’96) to return to
school. She currently
attends the Illinois College
of Optometry in Chicago
where she is working toward a doctor of
optometry degree. When back home in
Rochester, Cherie gardens, makes home
improvements and performs and teaches
Middle Eastern dance.

Planning to escape the cold this
winter and head to Florida? Soak
up some fascinating facts while you
soak up the sun.
The College of Biological Sciences
is participating in the University of
Minnesota Minne-College on January
24, 2009 in Naples, Florida!
Hear from distinguished faculty
from CBS and four other colleges
within the U. Meet Dean Robert
Elde along with fellow CBS alumni.
Visit www.alumni.umn.edu for details.
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Making a Difference
The College of Biological Sciences gratefully acknowledges the following donors, who have generously provided support for student
scholarships and fellowships, research, and a variety of special initiatives during fiscal year 2007-08. Every gift makes a difference.
$500 - $999

$5,000 +

$1,000 - $4,999

Tim Rummelhoff

3M Company | American Cancer Society Inc. | Ray C
Anderson* | B B I International | Victor Bloomfield
and Elsa Shapiro | Robert J. Buck and Cheryl L.
Quinn M | The Cleveland Foundation | Edward J.
Cushing | Ducks Unlimited | Dupont DeNemours
and Company | Denneth C. and Joan L. Dvergsten
M | Robert P. Elde | Ronald and Sharon Faanes M |
Faegre and Benson LLP | Susan Fellner | Freshwater
Society | General Mills Inc. | The Jane Goodall
Institute | Mary C. Kemen and Brian C. Randall
M | Mascoma Corporation | Jean M. McIntosh* |
Minnesota Medical Foundation | J. Emory Morris |
Howard V. O’Connell Jr. M | Thomas E. Oland | The
Pfizer Foundation | Bernard O. and Jean S. Phinney
M | Piper Jaffray Companies | Nora S. Plesofsky |
Richard E. Poppele | Venkateswarlu Pothapragada
| Steven E. Pratt | R and D Systems Inc. | Harris
Rebar | Sintef | Society Of Envinronmental Toxicology
and Chemistry | Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project Authority | TH Maren/SK Fellner
Foundation-Triangle Community Foundation Inc. |
Huber R. Warner | White Earth Reservation Tribal
Council | Xcel Energy

Marcia Birney established the Elmer C. Birnery Ecology,
Evolution and Behavior Graduate Fellowship in honor
of her late husband, a former professor in the department and curator of mammals for the Bell Museum of
Natural History. The fellowship is awarded each year
to a graduate students who reflects Birney’s ideals of
independent thought.

3M Foundation Inc. | Carl V. Barnes | Michael and
Judith G. Berman M | Marcia F. Birney | Clark R.
Burbee M | Richard S. and Lucille P. Caldecott M |
Ting L. Carlson | Charles M. Goethe Estate | Doris
J. Clevenger | Conservation International Fund | Consulate General of Canada |
Bryce A. Cunningham M | Maxine A. Enfield M | Leroy W. Gardner M | Great River
Energy | Roy H. and Susan A. Hammerstedt | James W. Hansen M | Margherita
Gale Harris | Maurine C. Henderson | Johnson and Johnson | Jane E. Johnson |
Kaufman Family Foundation | Julia A. Kelly M | Carol F. Kirkwood | Erika E. and
Max A. Lauffer Jr. M | John P. Le Roy | Pamela H. Lewis | Johng K. Lim M | Mary
E. and David W. Loveless | Robert L. Mann | John S. McKeon | Haile Mehansho M
| Methuselah Foundation | Cheryl L. and George G. I. Moore | Bradly J. and Terry
L. Narr M | Claudia M. Neuhauser | Kien T. Nguyen and Julie A. Warren | Wayne
A. and Carol A. Pletcher M | James R. and Patricia M. Pray M | The Procter and
Gamble Fund | Resource Recovery Technologies LLC | Jack E. Richman | Claudia
Schmidt-Dannert | Science Museum of Minnesota | Shye-Ren Yeh MD Inc. |
Jeffrey A. Simon and Ann E. Rougvie | Kenneth R. Skjegstad | Steven J. Thompson
| Peter Torgerson and Pamela Anderson M | The Toro Company | The Windibrow
Foundation | Merle G. and Mary C. Wovcha M | Robin L. Wright M

Abbott Laboratories Fund | Donald Alstad and
Karen Oberhauser | Allan Baumgarten and
Marilyn Levi-Baumgarten M | David A. Bernlohr
M | David D. Biesboer M | Terrie L. and John
E. Brandt M | Chris S. Brandt | Buckley Family
Fund-Fidelity Charity Gift Fund | Greg and
Bridget Buckley | Cargill Foundation | Cargill
Inc. | David R. and Beth Edwards | Charyl
M. Dutton Gibbs M | Eli Lilly and Company
Foundation | General Motors Foundation |
Kerry B. Gunning | Kristen M. Honl | Marshall A.
Howe M | James C. Underhill Scholarship-Study
Natural History Fund | Martha K. and Arthur A.
Johnson | Sandra L. Johnson | David A. Lee M |
Patricia R. Lewis | Nancy G. Lillehei M | MADA
Charitable Lead Trust | John A. Mayo M | Fred
K. Pamer | Henry W. Park | The Pharmacia
Foundation Inc. | Clare and Jerome Ritter |
Orlando R. Ruschmeyer M | Joyce M. Stout |
Carolyn C. Synerholm | Ruth Thiel | Katherine
M. Walstrom M | Mary Ann Barrows Wark and
David M. Wark M

$250 - $499

Amy R. Alpine | Christine M. Ambrose | AMGEN
Foundation | Jeffrey J. Anderson | John S. and
Rebecca H. Anderson M | ATK Foundation | Kenneth
S Barklind M | Marc D. Berg M | Daniel D. Billadeau
| Biogen Idec Foundation Inc. | Andrew A. Brooks | Eric W. Burton | The Clorox
Company Foundation | Con Edison | Christopher H. Contag | Vera E. Cooke | Robert
R. and Barbara L. De La Vega M | Bradley J. Dupre | Bernice M. Folz | Jennifer S. and
Chad D. Gednalske M | David A. Hanych M | Craig A. Henke | Masahiko Ikeshita M |
George L. Jacobson M | Marc K. Jenkins M | Thorkil Jensen | James W. Jessen M |
James F. Kelley | Richard J. and Patricia L. Kirschner | James F. Koerner* and Betty
V. Koerner | The L E Phillips Family Foundation | Judith L. Maccanelli | Melanie
O. Manis | Bruce J. Markham | Monsanto Fund | John K. Moorhead M | National
Geographic Television and Film | Deborah A. Nelson M | Ward D. Pierson | William
and Margaret Pilacinski | Mark Pirner and Kathleen Schroeder | Porter/Ambrose Gift
Fund-Fid. Charity Gift Fund | Anne E. Pusey M | Sandra Rosenberg and James Liston
Jr. | Edwin H. Ryan Jr. | Gary B. Schwochau | | Jo A. Sharma M | Andre Silvanovich |
Clifford J. Steer M | Robert W. Sterner | Anusooya Subramanian | Joseph R. Thurn |
Donald B. Vander Mey | Phyllis M. Webb M | Ed M. Welch M | Marie Welshinger | Kim
H. and Malcolm W. Winter

If your name is missing or listed incorrectly, please call 612-625-7705 or e-mail lindq011@umn.edu.
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Dr. Robert and Roberta Megard established the Itasca Director’s Graduate Research
Fellowship to encourage freshwater research at Lake Itasca Biological Station. Robert,
a retired professor of limnology in the Department of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior,
spent many years teaching and conducting research at Itasca. Roberta, a former member
of the St. Paul City Council, often accompanied him.

$100 - $249

Gilbert G. Ahlstrand | Mary and Kurt B. Angstman M | Lisa M. Baker and Richard
C. Baker Jr. M | Dale W. Bargsten | Franklin H. Barnwell | La Vonne M. Batalden |
Beckman Coulter Inc. | Ross A. Bjella M | Julie A. Bjoraker | David E. Blockstein |
Alfred L. and Margaret P. Bogle | Boston Scientific Corporation | Brian J. Bottomley
| Michael R. Bourne M | Bonnie M. and Jefferson C. Brand Jr. | Gwenda L. Brewer
| Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation Inc. | David G. Brown | Lori A. Buck | Aaron W.
Burchell | David G. Butler M | Debra L. Carlson | Marie E. Causey | Iris D. Charvat
| Steven E. Clemants M | Maureen Sheridan Colbert | Alan E. Comer | Timothy W.
Conner | James Cotner Jr. | Daniel E. Cox | Michael F. Coyle M | Deanna L. Croes
| Leif M. Dahleen M | Anath and Archana Das | Margaret B. Davis | Matthew A. De
Loia | Susan M. DeStein | Andrew and Marlene Dieterich | Mark I. Donnelly | Robert
M. Dores M | Scott James Dylla | Allen E. Eckhardt | Ecolab Foundation | Tamera
El-Fakahany | Mark S. Ellinger M | Mary Kay Elnes | Gunnar J. Erickson M | James
E. Erickson | Jonathan D. Erickson | Roger H. Erickson | ExxonMobil Foundation
| Kathleen G. Fahey M | Joseph J. Ferretti | Milton H. Fischer | Dale W. Fishbeck |

Colleen M. Fitzpatrick | Patricia A. Flannery | Deborah A. Fleetham | John E. and
Janet M. Fredell M | Joy L. Frestedt M | James A. Fuchs | Jeffrey D. Gabe M | Nancy
J. Gassman | Norman R. Gould | James R. Gray M | Carol J. Gross M | Louise and
Donald Grothe | James P. Grover | Jo Ellen M. Gundeck-Fahey | Luca Gunther |
Thomas R. Hankinson | Edgar E. Hanna Jr. M | Karen A. Hansen | Barry A. Hart |
Steven H. Hefeneider M | Barbara J. Hegarty | James Herbst | Paul Hladky | Sarah
Hobbie and Jacques C. Finlay | Robert C. Hodson M | Bradley A. Holmberg | W.
Wallace and Beverly S. Houts | Jennifer W. Humphrey M | James C. Hunt Jr M | IBM
International Foundation | Paul M. Ippel M | Colleen M. Jacks M | Douglas B. Jacoby
| Sharon A. Jansa and Frederick K. Barker | Bruce W. Jarvis III | Darrin Johnson
and Charla Bunton-Johnson | Steven D. Johnson | Thomas A. Jones M | John R.
and Susan C. Jungck M | Richard G. Karlen | Mark R. Kaster | Kathryn and Ador
Elnes Memorial Fund | Shiela U. Keefe | Kari B. Kenefick | Philip E. Kerr | Brenda
K. Kihl M | Craig D. Kile | Patti A. Kile and Glen A. Bullick M | Daniel Y. Kim | David
L. and Cynthia A. Kinnear M | David B. and Maureen J. Kispert | Gaylord J. Knutson
| Jeffrey A. Kohen M | David Koroshec | Kraft Foods Foundation | Grenaviere R. and
Carrell J. Kucera | Pamela J. Lachowitzer | Dale L. LaCroix | Bruce L. Larson M |
Bryan K. Lee M | Gregory J. Lee | Stephen K. Leenay | Leo G. Lehmicke M | Leon
Lepyansky | Jane S. Levy | Janice M. Ley | Erik J. Linck M | Patricia D. Lohmar |
Thomas H. Luepke III | Joshua A. Martini M | Michael M. Martinson | David E. and
Linda A. Maschwitz | Mark D. Mattson | John E. Mazuski | Andrew J. Mc Cullough
M | Douglas E. Mc Kenzie M | David J. Mc Laughlin | Terrance D. Mc Laughlin |
Myra H. McCormack M | Malcolm McLean | The Medtronic Foundation | Carl M.
Melling | Corinne E. Miller | Randall S. Miller M | Michael S. Morton | Mark E. Myers
| Kenneth E. Nietering | John H. Nelson M | Thomas D. Nelson M | David L. Nieland
| Richard H. and Marcia Northrup | Christy M. Olson | Lance D. and Trudy L. Olson
M | Robert R. Omata | Deborah I Oswald | Lon Phan and Nancy Oswald | David A.
and Rebecca J. Palmer | Chuanbin Pan | Paul L. Swanson Agency Inc. | Joan J. and
James J. Pearson M | Ernest M. Peaslee M | William R. Peglow M | Christopher
Pensinger M | Dennis R. Peterson | Patti J. Petty | Martha M. Phillips | Richard E.
and Elaine E. Phillips | Nancy Ott-Pinckaers and James Pinckaers M | Douglas
C. and Beverly A. Pratt M | Susan K. Rathe M | Lorna Reichl and Roger Peters M
| Moira L. M. Richards M | Timothy I. Richardson M | Charlotte M. and William P.
Ridley III | Rio Grande Valley Ped Gastro PA | Barbara A. Roach | Scott C. Rowe
M | Doris S. Rubenstein | Laura E. Ruff | Christopher J. and Brittany J. Sabol M |
Thomas E. Sauber M | Paul D. and Tamara J. Saunders | Kristine J. Schaefer | Mary
Ellen Schaefer M | Paula A. Schaefer | Lolly J. Schiffman M | Alison E. Schini | Mark
A. Schoenbeck | John L. Sharp | Fang-Miin Sheen | Robert E. Shoemaker | Laura A.
Sikkink M | Craig P. Solberg M | Brian J. Sorbel M | Thomson P. Soule | Judy Nelson
Spahn M | St. Jude Medical Foundation | John G. and Paula S. Steiert M | Shelley A.
Steva M | Linda K. Stevenson | Andrew J. and Barbara J. Streifel M | Melvin P. and
Dorothy B. Stulberg | Scott A. Stursa M | Douglas S. Swanson M | David Swenson
| Jeffrey E. Tam | Pete Thiry | Tom Thiry | Jeffrey J. Thomas | Michael and Lisa
Thompson M | Paul C. Thompson | Robert E. and Ruth E. Thompson | Peter Tiffin
and Jennifer S. Powers | Rick D. Timmers | Mary K. Tinker | Charles I. Tollefson M |
Pui Tsui | Robert M. Valente M | Donald Vander May Sr. | Joseph S. Villa M | Thomas
A. Vogelpohl M | Wachovia Foundation | Terence C. Wagenknecht M | George M.
Wagner | Mary F. Walker | Kenneth F. Walz | Tingchung and Nancy T. Wang | Yexun
Wang and Ding Wu M | Waters Corporation | M. J. Wheelock and K. R. Johnson M |
William P. Wenstrom | Nancy J. Werner-Azarski M | Sue Wick and Glenn W. Shifflet
| Mark S. Wilke | Winnebago United Fund | Jimmy D. Winter M | Lucile E. Wrenshall
| Clifford D. Wright M | Elizabeth A. Wroblewski | Zhanguo Xin | Wenliang (Pat) Yang
and Lili Kuo | Adrienne Zihlman | Thomas H. Zytkovicz

$1 - $99

Alan J. Abbott | James R. and Katherine A. Ackerman M | Carl G. Anderson | Kent K.
Anderson M | Lorraine B. Anderson M | Michelle L. Bierma Anderson | Nathan P.

BOLD Names - Membership in University of Minnesota President’s Club | M - Membership in the University of Minnesota Alumni Association/Biological Sciences Alumni Society | * - Deceased
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$1 - $99 (continued)
Anderson | Bonita K. Antonsen M | Kamran S. Askari | Jennifer S. Auge | John A.
Austbo M | Davi and Bridget Axelson | Mary Jo Baarsch M | Gary N. Back M | Philip
A. Balazs M | Leonard and Joyce Banaszak M | Margaret Johnson Barch | Roxann D.
Barnes M | Judith M. Barrett | Richard J. Battafarano | Beckman Coulter Foundation
| Jessica K. Bell | Patricia A. Benson | Kellie A. Benzow | Lyn A. Bergquist | Jeffrey
and Cynthia Bergsbaken | Bopaiah A. Biddanda | BioInsight LLC | Robert A.
Blanchette | David S. Blehert | Frank A. Blocki | Suzanne R. and Clifford M.
Bloberger M | Renee J. Boerner | Patricia L. Bosacker | Rita M. Boulay | | Bradley
J. Bramer | Derek R. Brandt | Stephen E. Braun | Maria D. Breitenfeldt | Louanne S.
Brooks M | Adriane V. Brown | Kirk M. and Ione V. Brown | Terry L. Brown | Leah A.
Brus | Lakshmi and Jagadish Buddhavarapu | Tri Bui M | Monika R. Burau M |
Gregory A. Burtman | Jack T. Buss | David D. Carlson | Josephine Rose Chandler |
Michael J. Chanen | Karen A. Check M | Shinlin Chen | Yongmei Chen and Jianwei
Wu | Michelle R. Cilek | Timothy J. and Sheila M. Close | Thomas W. Collins | Jean
Conklin | Julie L. Constable M | Jane M. Cowan-Kassick | Judy L. Crane | Jessica A.
Crawford | Paul E. Cunnien | Kevin W. Custer | Francesca J. Cuthbert | Constance F.
Danielson | Luz Amaya-Day and Douglas Day M | Christopher J. Dayger | Leslie D.
De Rouin | Michael J. Decker M | Stephanie J. Decker and Jeffrey S. Johnson |
Joseph E. Delarco M | Anthony G. Dodge M | Terry G. Domino M | Patricia M.
Donahue | Haimanti Dorai | William K. and Suzanne Drehmel M | Roger F. Drong |
Milta Rabell Dudek | John G. Duguid | Mark S. Dunkak | Christopher T. Dunwiddie |
David J. Eagan | Barbara J. Eastwold | Bruce B. Edinger | Mark E. Edstrom M |
David G. Einzig | Terri and Vaios Eleftheriou | Mark E. Ellefson | Malcolm A. Ellison
Jr. | Judy A. Enenstein | Laura J. England | Mark K. Erickson | Bryan W. Evarts |
Bruce S. Evje | Jerome and Beth Fahrmann | Susan H. Fall M | Barbara J. Fealy M |
James B. Ferrari M | Gerald S. Finer | Rebecca J. Fishel | Dagne L. Florine |
Reginald A. Flynn | Cynthia K. Folland | Kin C. Fong | Jesse M. Ford | Laurie I.
Forsythe | Robert A. Fox | Carl E. Frasch | Avis L. Frethem | Gail H. and Chris D.
Frethem | Eileen F. Furlong | Preston S. and Renetta J. Gable M | Ethan B. Gahtan |
Mark W. and Susan Galatowitsch M | Cheryl A. Gale M | Mukul C. Ganguli M | Sarah
C. and Stefan T. Gantert M | Dennis P. Garin M | James A. Garrity M | Karl A.
Geidans | General Mills Foundation | Nancy E. Geving | Anthony C. Gilby | Kenneth
A. Gilles | GlaxoSmithKline Foundation | Melissa S. Glenn M | Stuart F. Goldstein |
Barbara A. Goodspeed M | Robert M. Gottschalk | Brian R. Grevenow | Craig Grimes
| Simon J. Gruber | Rebecca J. Haack-Deetz | Nancy A. Haas | Sten E. Hakanson |
Larry D. Hall | Blaik P. Halling | Timothy J. Halloran M | Jo Anne J. Hansen | Richard
J. Harden M | Edward F. Haskins | Susan C. Hawthorne | Ellen M. Heath | Craig V.
Hedeen | William C. Henke | Laurie M. Hennen | Krista M. Hennig | Donald R.
Hickman M | Daniel G. Hill | Jason D. Hill | Mark S. Hillegas M | Katherine E. Himes
and Mark W. Lescher M | Timothy T. Hinze | William E. Hobbs II M | Ronald H. Hoess
| Theodore A. Hoffman Jr. M | James M. Hogle M | Todd H. Holm | Gordon L. Houk |
Katherine Mitchell Howe and Erik Hembre | John O. Hui | Kathryn J. and Frederick
W. Hund M | Elaine M. Hurt | Jennifer J. Hymes | Gail K. Ireland | John D. Jackson |
Blake A. and Irene B. Jacobson M | Geraldine L. Jensen M | Phyllis C. Jensen | Holly
J. Jessen M | Melody E. Jewell M | Alfrieda Johnson | Dagmar L. Johnson | Gary D.
Johnson M | Janice J. Johnson | Jennifer Marker Johnson | Jerome L. Johnson M |
Myron L. Johnson | Steven R. Johnson | Margaret K. Juckett | Susan M. Juedes |
Jacki R. Just M | Terrance J. Kaase | Michael J. and Mary E. Kallok M | Marcia A.
Kangas M | Thomas J. Keul M | James Daniel Kiley | Ashley M. Kinneberg M | David
T. and Catherine A. R. Kirkpatrick | Melanie and Stephen Knier | Julie A. Knott |
Mary M. Knudsen | Matthew J. Kofron | Colleen A. Kolnik | Linda J. Korhonen-Brula
| Eric W. Korman | Matthew R. Korthauer M | Anne M. Koss | Rita M. Koss |
Catherine M. Kotz | Richard V. Kowles M | Michael P. Kowski | Bruce A. Kudak M |
Matthew M. Kuehl | Rodney L. Kuehn | George A. Kuhlmann M | Kristen G. Kvanbeck
| Roberta K. Lammers-Campbell | Paul D. Lampe M | David and Kristine Lampert |
Jonathan D. Lancaster | Lawrence J. Landherr | Kevin S. Lang | David M. Langlie M
| D. Largaespada and S. E. Amundson | Larry D. and Constance J. Larson | Steven
R. Larson | Phillip A. Lawonn M | Elizabeth M. Jansen Le Mire | Daniel Lee | David

A. Lee M | Melinda J. C. and Steven H. C. Lee M | Joy A. and Robert H. Leibman |
Joy A. Lengyel | Duane J. LeTourneau M | Jean Marie Lindquist | Stephen R. and
Heather H. Lines M | Rebecca J. Linke | Doris M. and Robert D. Little | Erin Joseph
Llewellyn | Mary Jo Lockbaum | John M. Longballa and Dawn Cameron M | Tze
Hong Lu | Chad M. Lund | Timothy A. Lundahl | James D. Lux | Daniel O. Lynch M |
Janet E. Lynch | Brenda M. Lyseng | Louise Mageli | Edward M. Mairura M | Melonie
K. Maitland | Justine A. Malinski M | Michael B. Martinez | Omodele J. Masha | |
Harriet G. Mason | Richard Mc Gee Jr. M | Lisa M. McKenzie | Elizabeth Ray McLean
| Christopher D. Mentz | Lauren M. F. Merlo | Erin A. Meulners | Beth A. Middleton |
Gina R. Miller | Joseph B. Miller | Melissa A. Mills | James R. Moldenhauer M | Gary
A. Moeller M | David A. Momont | Bruce A. Monson and Sara L. Langer | Dean R.
Montour | Patricia M. Mueller | Kristine E. Mulier | Robert E. Muller | Michael C.
Murray | Steven H. Myster | Patricia J. Neal | James T. and Muriel Neifert | Conrad
N. Nelson | Elissa M. Nelson M | Scott M. Nelson M | Patricia Nesbitt | Kevin R.
Nickelson | Kevin J. Niemi M | Barbara J. Noeldner | James E. Nordberg | Margaret
A. Nordlie | Beth A. Null M | Carolyn J. O’Brien M | Kennedy J. O Brien | Amy
Oganeku | Karen E. Olsen | Douglas J. Olson M | Eric R. Olson | Jon Ong | James R.
and Donna R. Onstott | Patrick E. O’Regan M | Sean M. O’Rourke | Connie L. Osbeck
and Mark S. Citsay | Christine E. Ostendorf M | Chris C. Otto | Lahcen Oubaha |
Joseph G. Palmer | Jean G. Parodi | Ann M. Parsons | Alicia Paulson M | Gary R.
Paulu and Jannette Quast Paulu | Indre J. Pemberton | The Pentair Foundation |
Dennis L. Percival | Joana R. Perdigao M | Gary John and Kirstin P Perkins | Brenda
M. Peschl | Robert K. and Carole S. Peterson | Robert L. Pierce M | Diane C. Pietig |
Douglas A. Plager | Diana M. Rocha Plaster | David S. Pratt M | Laura E. Preus M |
Progress Energy | Robert P. Provost M | Kent M. Reed M | John and Theresa Reik |
John J. Reiners Jr. | Michelle S. Reinert | Phillip J. Riveness | Michael B. Robinson |
Timothy H. Robinson | Charles F. Rodell | Robert D. and Lori G. Roettger | Eric M.
Rohlinger M | Louise A. Rollins-Smith | H. Gerritt Rosenthal | Bryan R. Rossi and
Joan Kneeskern | Norman H. Russell Jr. | Angela R. Ruzicka | Shari A. Rybak |
Steven D. Salt | Jon E. Sanger | Mary V. Santelmann and George A. King | Kristin R.
and Michael J. Scanlan | Wilbur W. Schaefer | Carolyn R. Schaeffer M | Susan V.
Schauer M | Genevieve Schentzel M | Marianne A. Scherzer | Marjorie A. Schmidt |
Peter M. Schmitt M | Sonya L. Schober-Johnson | Janet L. and Christopher L.
Schottel | Laura D. Schroeder | Steven J. Schuur | Marcia K. Schuyler | Lisa M.
Schweizer M | Clint S. Schmidt M | Tina Seeland M | Lauren A. Seering | Sandra H.
Seilheimer | Michelle I. Setterholm | Joel C. Settles | Melissa N. Shackford | Amit M.
Shah | Robert M. Shaw | Ruth G. and Frank H. Shaw | Paul J. Sheldon | Leonard J.
Sibinski | Gregg D. Simonson | Alan M. Singer | James M. Skuzeski | Mary E. Smith |
Arnold W. Sodergren | Eric P. and Andrea M. Spandl M | Stephen R. Spellman |
Sandra L. Spier | Nathan P. Staff | Christopher D. Steevens | Dwayne L. Stenlund M |
Matt and Linda Stenzel | Cynthia L. Stephani | May T. Stewart | Michael K. Stock |
Diane R. Storvick | Charles R. Strancke | Gary A. Strand | Lawrence Strate and Mary
Jo Marshall | Jami R. Stromberg | Jerry L. Stumpf M | David H. Swenson | Paul N.
Swenson | Rebecca Switzer | Linda J. Szymanski | Jean E. Takekawa | Wendy N.
Taylor | Paul A. Tessene M | Margaret L. Thomas | Michael G. Thomas | Cheryl L.
Thorpe | Scott R. Thulien | G. David and Catherine E. Tilman | Mark A. and Mary C.
Tomai M | Kay S. Townsend | Travelers Foundation | John D. Trawick M | Janeen H.
Trembley | Tong S. Tseng M | Genevieve M. Tvrdik | Deborah Vail | Steve E. Van Allen
M | Robert S. Veit M | Robert C. Venette | Stella M. Veretnik | Gregory A. Viglianti |
James Walker and Randi Nordstrom M | Patricia M. Walsh | Qinghua Wang | Bradley
J. Ward | Mitchell R. Watson | Jane M. Wattrus M | David A. Wedin | Guang-Jong
Jason Wei | Dan J. and Christine H. Wendt | Ellen F. Wendt | Jane I. Wenger M |
Mark J. Wenner | Jeffery P. and Johanna J. Wehrman | Clifford M. Wetmore |
Jennifer P. Wey | Paul White | Barbara J. Whitney M | Susan L. Wichlacz | Julie H.
Wicklund M | C. Robert Wikel | Elizabeth Jean Williams M | Kam M. and Lo Wong |
Timothy and Susan Woolard | Judith L. Wulff | James and Kelley Yolch | Eric D. Zard
| Jill L. Zullo | Erik S. Zwiefel
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